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Introduction  
 
The idea of z/OS Workload Manager is to make a contract between the installation (end user) and 
the operating system. The installation classifies the work running on the z/OS operating system in 
distinct Service Classes and defines goals for them that express the expectation of how the work 
should perform. WLM uses these goal definitions to manage the work across all systems of a 
sysplex environment.1 
 
In order to accomplish this complex task, WLM needs to know the amount of time spent by each 
workload at the different resources (using and waiting for them). 
 
This is the reason why WLM periodically samples the state of each dispatchable unit (TCB and 
SRB) associated both to an Address Space or an Enclave2.  
These samples are then aggregated at the service class period level and used to: 

• determine what resource is the primary bottleneck for the work in the service class period, 
• evaluate the impact of some possible action WLM might take  
• make policy adjustment decisions. 

 
The collected state samples are also used to calculate the execution velocity achieved by an address 
space or service class period using the following formula3: 
 

execution velocity =  using resources / (using resources + waiting for resources) 
 
Using resources is the sum of all the samples taken when an address space or enclave was using  a  
WLM managed resource4.  
 
Waiting for resources is the sum of all the samples taken when an address space or enclave was 
waiting for a WLM managed resource.  
 
WLM collected samples are also available to reporting products, such as RMF, and are recorded 
inside the SMF 72 records. This information can be used by performance analysts in order to 
understand why a service class period is missing its goal and to identify possible actions to improve 
workload performance.  
 
This paper will shortly describe the WLM using and delay states.  

                                                
1 System Programmer’s Guide to Workload Manager, IBM Redbooks, SG24-6472-00, June 2005 
2 WLM general delays are not available for IMS and CICS transaction service class. 
3 I/O using and DASD delay samples can be included or not in velocity calculation depending on the settings of the "I/O 
priority management" WLM parameter. 
4 At the moment the WLM managed resources are:  

• CPU, IFA, Memory, I/O,  (hardware); 
• Server Address Spaces, Batch Initiators (software). 
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The names used for each state are the EPV for z/OS5 names but they are very similar to the ones 
used by RMF.  
It’s important to remember that only the seven delay reasons with the highest values are showed in 
the RMF Workload Activity report; all the values of the remaining delay reasons are accumulated 
and shown as ‘OTHR’.    
 
Base states 
 
All the collected samples for an address space or enclave can be grouped in  4 base states: 

• Unknown delay; 
• Idle; 
• Total using; 
• Total delay. 

 
In table 1 a short description of these states is provided. 
 

STATE DESCRIPTION 
UNKNOWN 
DELAY  Delayed for unknown reasons (waiting for WLM not managed resources); 

IDLE  Idle (it includes any STIMER wait, TSO terminal input wait, TSO terminal 
output wait, APPC wait, batch initiator waiting for work, ...);  

TOTAL USING  Using WLM managed resources;  

TOTAL DELAY  Delayed for WLM managed resources. 

Table 1 

If the total number of samples collected for a service class period is very low the information 
provided has to be considered not meaningful so it’s important to collect and report also the number 
of valid samples for all the service class periods in each reporting interval. 
 
Using states 

Using states are collected only for hardware resources such as CPU, IFA processors and I/O6. 
A short description of using states is shown in Table 2. 
 

STATE DESCRIPTION 
CPU USING  using standard processors; 

I/O USING  using I/O; it includes DASD connect time samples only (connect time is 

                                                
5 You can find more information regarding the EPV for z/OS product at www.epvtech.com  
 
6 WLM doesn’t provide samples for MEMORYusage while many of the sampled delays are memory related. 
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considered as the only productive time during an I/O operation); these samples 
are used in velocity calculation only if the WLM “I/O Priority Management”7 
parameter is set to “YES”; 

IFA USING  using IFA processors; this information is available since z/OS 1.6 only when 
using IFA (zAAP) processors to execute JAVA code. 

Table 2 
 
Only if the "I/O priority management" WLM parameter is set to "YES" the I/O using states are 
included in the total using states. 
 
Delay states 

A short description of delay states is shown in Table 3. 
 

STATE DESCRIPTION 
CPU DELAY  waiting for standard processors; 

DASD DELAY  
waiting for a path to a DASD device; it includes IOSQ and pending time 
samples; these samples are used in velocity calculation only if the WLM “I/O 
Priority Management”8 parameter is set to “YES”; 

IFA DELAY  waiting for an IFA processor; this information is available since z/OS 1.6 only 
when using IFA (zAAP) processors to execute JAVA code; 

CPU CAPPING 
DELAY  

waiting for standard processors due to Resource Group Capping or 
Discretionary Goal Management:  

• Resource Group Capping is enforced by WLM when the limit (in service 
units per second) of the resource group to which the service class 
belongs has been reached9;  

• Discretionary Goal Management is activated when some work is 
overachieving its goal; that work may be capped so that the resources 
may be diverted to run discretionary work; to be eligible to this resources 
donation a service class period has to fulfill two other requirements: not 
to be in a resource group and have an average response time goal of 
more than 1 minute or a velocity goal less/equal 30.  

SWAP-IN 
DELAY  

waiting for a started swap-in process to complete; a non-zero value can indicate 
problems in the Auxiliary storage subsystem; 

MPL DELAY  waiting for SRM to initiate the swap-in process for a ready Address Space 
because of target MPL constraints associated with the service class period;  

AUX PRIV 
DELAY  

waiting for private area page-faults to be resolved from the Auxiliary 
storage subsystem; 

                                                                                                                                                            
7 The parameter can be set in the WLM management application at  "8 Service Coefficients/Options". The default value 
is "NO". 
8 The parameter can be set in the WLM management application at  "8 Service Coefficients/Options". The default value 
is "NO". 
9  More service classes can be assigned to the same Resource Group. The Resource Group limit is the maximum amount 
of total usable service units per second from all the service classes belonging to the Resource Group. 
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AUX COMM 
DELAY  

waiting for common area page-faults to be resolved from the Auxiliary 
storage subsystem; 

AUX XMEM 
DELAY  

waiting for page-faults during a cross-memory access to be resolved from the 
Auxiliary storage subsystem; 

AUX VIO 
DELAY  

waiting for VIO area page-faults to be resolved from the Auxiliary 
storage subsystem; 

AUX SHSP 
DELAY  

waiting for Standard Hiperspace page-faults to be resolved  
from Auxiliary storage; due to Expanded Storage elimination this delay is 
already very uncommon; the metric is going to be obsolete; 

AUX EHSP 
DELAY  

waiting for ESO Hiperspace page-faults to be resolved  
from Auxiliary storage; due to Expanded Storage elimination this delay is 
already very uncommon; the metric is going to be obsolete; 

QMPL DELAY  

waiting for a server Address Space to be available; this delay is normally related 
to the utilization of Application Environments10; in this case WLM uses a 
starting number of Address Spaces as servers but, depending on the number of 
incoming requests, the resources utilization and the service class period 
importance, it will start other server Address Spaces; the process of starting a 
new Address Space is relatively long and is one of the reasons for this delay; 
another one is that WLM already started the maximum number of servers 
allowed and they are not able to serve all the incoming requests without 
queuing;  

SERV PRIV 
DELAY  waiting for private area page-faults for a server Address Space; 

SERV VIO 
DELAY  waiting for VIO area page-faults for a server Address Space; 

SERV HSP 
DELAY  waiting for Hiperspace page-faults for a server Address Space; 

SERV SWAP-IN 
DELAY  

waiting for a started swap-in process to complete for a server Address Space; a 
non-zero value can indicate problems in the Auxiliary storage subsystem; 

SERV MPL 
DELAY  

waiting for SRM to initiate the swap-in process for a ready server Address 
Space because of target MPL constraints associated with the server Address 
Space service class period; 

BATCH DELAY  waiting for a batch initiator; available only for service class periods not using 
WLM managed initiators. 

Table 3 
 
Only if the "I/O priority management" WLM parameter is set to "YES" the DASD delay states are 
included in the total delay states. 
 

                                                
10 Application Environments are used to serve DB2 Stored Procedures, HTTP and WEBSPHERE (servlet, JSP, EJB) 
requests. 
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Conclusion 

Understanding the meaning of the WLM General Execution Delay states is an essential requirement 
for all z/OS Performance Analysts. Looking at this information is a first step in order to understand 
why a workload is missing its goal. 

However there are situations where most of the delay samples are in the “unknown” bucket (waiting 
for WLM not managed resources). In this case a further step is needed. 

In a future paper we’ll discuss other information sampled by WLM in cooperation with CICS, IMS 
and Websphere subsystems11 that can be useful in such situations. 

Finally it’s important to remember that this knowledge has to be maintained over the years because 
at each z/OS release more hardware and software resources are put under WLM control and old 
delay reasons may disappear (i.e. waiting for Expanded Storage).  

                                                
11 WLM Work Manager Execution Delays 


